
   Twinkly Twinkly Candies 200L 7MM Candle Shape RGB lens

Brands

Twinkly
Producer no.

TWKC200RGB-T

Article no.

TWI1028ZZ
EAN / GTIN

8053614841189

MRP

69,99 €

- Candle-Shaped Multicolor RGB LEDs - 16 million colors with vibrant and dynamic lighting option
- App-controlled fairy lights – Control the Twinkly Candies with the easy-to-use Twinkly app for iOS
and Android on mobile devices and tablets
- Variety of ready-to-play, customizable effects and animations or create your own unique effects
- Instant Wi-Fi and Bluetooth connection - connect seamlessly with the included Smart Controller
for easy configuration
- Group multiple Twinkly devices - create larger, synchronized decorations by combining with other
Twinkly devices

Twinkly Candies are smart, decorative lights, with exceptional brightness, customizable, multi-
colored effects that can be controlled via smartphone.

High-quality, lightweight design in the shape of candles, with a low weight, thanks to their USB-C
powered design, the Candies are exclusive LED lighting for decorations of all kinds including
Christmas decorations.
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   Twinkly Twinkly Candies 200L 7MM Candle Shape RGB lens

Create magic in any environment: Twinkly Candies are the perfect addition to any occasion, be it
cozy evenings, festive parties, Christmas tree lighting, gaming adventures or streaming setups.
Brighten your world with the boundless charm of Twinkly Candies and create moments of light
decoration in every corner of your home.
Unlimited personalization with 16 million colors: Unleash your creativity with the Twinkly app,
offering an endless palette of colors, hues and shades. Customize your lighting effects to suit your
individual style and transform your living space into a playful canvas of bright colors and
atmosphere.

App-controlled smart device: Twinkly Candies enchant your space with seamless Bluetooth and Wi-
Fi connectivity. Control them effortlessly via the easy-to-use Twinkly app and enrich your interior
design with the magic of smart decorative lighting.
Mesmerizing audiovisual experience: Watch your lights dance to Twinkly Music (sold separately), a
smart microphone that interprets ambient sounds and music in your room and applies
synchronized colors and effects in real time.

IP20 - Indoor only

Timer via app
Lamp diameter 7mm
Distance between the LEDs 6cm
Chain length 6m
Power cable length 1m
LED is not replaceable and cannot be removed without destroying it.
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